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Abstract

spirit, identity, ancestors, and memories. It made me think about
how much people's perceptions and relationships with other living
entities have been transformed throughout their existence. To

Humankind does not live in balance with nature. We use, take, but

bring an example - the rst religion that has ever emerged was

often we don't give back. There is a saying - you get what you seed.

animism, coming from the word anima (Latin), meaning soul, spirit

If we apply these words to describe how we treat our

(McIntosh, 2019). It is rooted in the soul's attribution to plants,

environment, how our human egos are making us blind, not

animals and other living beings, inanimate objects, and natural

noticing other people, creatures, the ora and fauna, space, and

phenomena, suggesting that nature was essential in people's lives

its surroundings.

back then. Today we live in 2021, and there are plenty of other

During my master's study, I came across the movement of life-

religions and beliefs that have emerged from the times of animism

centered design (Scullion and Thackara, 2018). A movement

(ReligionForBreakfast, 2020). As the quality of people's lives grew,

targeted at designing for all life, not just human life. This term

the sense of relatedness and interdependency on the natural

stuck with me for two reasons: I am curious about the change in

environment weakened (Goeckeritz, 2020). As an outcome, it leads

people's mindsets, the transition between values from "me" to

humans to the misconception of nature being blind and deaf to

"we" perspective, and the second one is about understanding

them (Gilbert, 2016). Therefore, I decided to focus on water and

nature. Almost at the same time, I came across a story

life-centered design vision in my degree project. This research

(Magallanes, 2018) about the Whanganui River in New Zealand that

paper dives into alternatives paths to design that include more

has recently been acknowledged the same legal rights as a human

active engagements between designer and self. Particularly, it is

being. A local tribe called Māori fought for 140 years for its

aimed at understanding how designers can connect themselves to

recognition as their ancestor. The community has been standing

connect nature. The movement of life-centered design guided me

for the river being regarded as a living entity with a right to thrive,

to design an experience between designer and water to

rather than perceived as a resource that humans can own and

investigate this topic. It helped me explore ways how these two

manage. By granting the river legal rights, any threat against the

entities could interact.

river can now be understood as a threat against the tribe. This

The subject of my work would be enabling designers with a life-

story stayed with me and drove my fascination about how the

centered design vision through understanding the nature of

indigenous people and communities are connected with their

water. We must adapt our lifestyles and mindset towards the

environment. They see the river as the most crucial element in

needs of each living being to sustain bene cial living conditions for

their lives, a deep sense of interdependency that carries their

each living entity. A life-centered design approach adopts holistic
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perspectives to understand dynamic relationships across
interdependent technological and living systems. My main goal is to
design a wake-up call for designers to involve outwards of the
humanistic philosophy of product development and broadening the
vision towards universalism.

3

Kokkuvõte

elusolenditesse kogu nende elu jooksul. Näiteks kõige esimene
tekkinud religioon oli animism, mis pärines sõnast anima (Ladina
keeles), mis tähendab hinge või vaimu (McIntosh, 2019). See

Inimkond ei ela loodusega tasakaalus. Me võtame ja kasutame,

põhineb taimedele, loomadele, muudele elusolenditele, eluta

kuid sagel ei anna midagi tagasi. On ütlus - mida külvad, seda

objektidele või loodusnähtustele hinge omistamisele, viidates

lõikad. Kirjeldades meie suhtumist oma keskkonda nende

sellele, et loodus oli inimeste elus tol ajal hädavajalik.

sõnadega, mõistame kuidas ego muudab meid pimedaks.
Seetõttu ei märka me teisi inimesi, olendeid, taimestikku,

Tänaseks, 2021 aastaks, on meil palju muid religioone, mis

loomastikku ning ruumi kõige selle ümber.

pärinevad animismi aegadest (ReligionForBreakfast, 2020).
Inimeste elukvaliteedi kasvades on seos ning vastastikune

Oma magistriõpingute käigus puutusin kokku elukeskse disaini

sõltuvus loodusliku keskkonnaga nõrgenenud (Goeckeritz, 2020).

liikumisega (Scullion and Thackara, 2018). Selle eesmärgiks on

Selle tulemusena on tekkinud väärarusaam, et loodus on inimeste

disainida kogu elu, mitte ainult inimelu. Elukeskse disaini liikumine

suhtes pime ning kurt (Gilbert, 2016). Seetõttu otsustasin

kõnetas mind kahel põhjusel. Esiteks huvitab mind inimeste

keskenduda vee- ja elukeskse disaini visiooni arendamisele.

mõtteviisi muutus ning selle üleminek “minu” ja “meie” vahel.
Teiseks soovisin olla rohkem ühenduses loodusega ning seda

Antud tööga üritan pakkuda disaineritele nägemuse elukesksest

mõista.

disainist vee olemuse mõistmise kaudu. Me peame kohandama
oma elustiili ja mõtteviisi vastavalt iga elusolendi vajadustele, et

Umbes aasta tagasi sattusin lugema Uus-Meremaal asuvast

säilitada

Whanganui jõest, millele omistati inimesega samaväärsed

terviklik lähenemine võimaldab mõista seoseid üksteisest

juriidilised õigused (Magallanes, 2018). Kohalik Maori hõim võitles

sõltuvate tehnoloogiliste ning elavate süsteemide vahel. Minu

pea 140 aastat selle eest, et jõgi nende esivanemaks

peamine eesmärk on luua äratuskell disaineritele, kes kaasaksid

tunnustataks. Terve kogukond seisis selle eest, et jõge peetaks

osapooli väljaspoolt inimesekeskset

elusolendiks, kellel oleks õigus arendada, mitte ressursiks, mida

visaiooni universaalsuse suunal.

inimesed saavad omada ja manageerida. Juriidiliste õiguste tõttu
võib mis tahes ohtu jõele, mõista kui ohtu hõimule. Mind innustas
selle põlisrahva ning nende kogukonna tahe seista oma keskkonna
eest. Nad näevad jõge oma elu kõige olulisema elemendina ning
selline sügav vastastikuse sõltuvuse tunne kannab nende vaimu,
identiteeti algupära ning mälestusi. See pani mind mõtlema, kui
palju on muutunud inimeste mõistmine ja suhtumine teistesse

fi
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kõigi jaoks kasulikud elutingimused. Elukeskne disaini

losoo at ning laiendaksid
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Exploring the
Meaning of Nature

7

1.0 Introduction
This research explores alternatives paths to design that include
more active engagements between designer and self. More
speci cally, it is interested in understanding how designers can
connect themselves in order to connect nature. To explore this
topic, the movement of life-centered design guided me to design
an experience between designer and water and helped me
investigate ways how these two entities could interact.
My interest in nature started long before I became a designer,
during my childhood, I dreamed of changing the world into a
better place. My favorite channel was National Geographic, where
every story was about a certain living species or a unique place
that our nature is endowed with. It was always pleasing to see the
variety of color, shape, and imagination from nature's side and
seemed like I could never grasp the full range of it, my curiosity
was driving me to learn more. By observing how these di erent
living beings are interacting with each other, whom they consider
as a friend or an enemy, what is their lifestyle. Furthermore, by
zooming out, I noticed the interconnectedness with one another
and being a piece of the marvelous forests, oceans, rivers,
mountains, deserts.
Through this experience, I have gained a vivid appreciation for
non-human creatures and entities. I also was involved in projects
related to non-human entities during my Bachelor’s studies of ne
arts. One of the projects was “Unfunctional Cuisine” (Figure 1)
Figure 1. “Unfunctional Cuisine” in the trickle. Zine, issue 0

fi
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which was part of a trickle. handmade magazine that I and two

a living being. If we think of the current natural state of being and

other artists (Kamile Grusasukaite and Monika Balu) initiated in

its scope, I will list it as a super-wicked problem. Since it is

2016. Living in the age of advertisement and marketing tricks we

planetary and the longer one waits to do something about it, the

are bombarded daily with tasty images that make us collect saliva

more wicked it gets. That is why I wanted to discover this topic

and drive us nuts about our dinner plans. Ambitious about working

because I can not accept and encourage the current way of making

with the idea of a food cult three artists have gotten their hands on

and doing things. The deal is: humans need clean water, rich

the mission to mock advertising tricks. Many food designers and

forests, all living species of ora and fauna for being alive. Since the

cooks prep the food they cook for photoshoots (of whatever

dawn of the Industrial Revolution, man has looked to nature as a

purpose: either it would be a cookbook or something to add to

resource to extract commodities: minerals, energy, food, wood.

their Instagram feeds) use di erent material-based production to

Nature is also seen as a place to dispose of waste, often without

emphasize the beauty of their food. As a result advertised food

considering the impact on the environment and ecosystems, and

rarely looks like the food you would get on your plate. The process

ultimately on us. Humans need to take only as much as they need

of preparing food for a shoot could go as extra as using glycerine,

and learn to give back. The root of the problem of ecological

paper towels, hairspray, nail polish, soap bubbles, and more. While

disaster lies in an indi erent and careless attitude towards the

working on this project, we explored the aesthetics of the subject

environment (Goeckerit, 2020). As scary or annoying as those

matter, showcasing the ridicule it carries. Trading glycerine, soap

notions might sound, the issues are out there, and with each day,

bubble, and cardboard to glitter, bells, nail polish, and thread we

the situation does not get better. And until the topic would not be

have transformed the very serious attempt trying to trick us into

perceived as something that concerns each person existing, the

buying and consuming.

actions would have been made (Sun and Yang, 2016).

The rst time I heard about an environmental crisis was in school

In this paper, I will take a close look at the water resource as an

at Geography class. How forests in Indonesia are being destroyed

independent living entity and how it has been a ected by human

for palm oil extraction, how the most important jungles in South

interventions. Moreover, I will dig into the humanistic perspective

America, and Earth's lungs are being demolished by the seekers of

of the natural resources, comparing the modern human versus

gold and unique animal fur. One of the well-known human sins is the

indigenous person mentality to underline the hallmarks or

egocentric approach towards our lives, and unfortunately, it

behavioral and mental patterns in perceiving and interacting with

re ects on all living species around humans, including the

the environment. The exploration will be accompanied by a co-

environment, which sometimes is not even thought of or treated as

design session, where designers would be asked to set a dialogue

ff
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with the Pirita River, in Tallinn, Estonia. I have conducted this

economy, lifestyle, transportation, and most importantly, water

research together with designers for all stages of my process. I

crisis- consumption-giving back thread (Goeckeritz, 2020).

relied on my peers for moral and creative support, including myself.

1.1. Life-Centered Design

Moreover, designers were chosen as my target audience. My choice
of the target audience can be explained in several reasons:
designers build the world. We use our tools and knowledge to

“There are no passengers on spaceship earth. We are all a crew.”

materialize the ideas and concepts of businesses and companies

- Marshall McLuhan

for people around the Globe. In the modern world, the
responsibilities of designers have changed enormously (Owens,

To dig into the subject of life-centered movement and understand

2019) Being an emerging designer myself, I am curious about how

the essential components, I have looked for the founders of the

the novel ways of creating, designing products, services, systems,

movement and well-established design communities. The initial

and experiences are managed today. Accordingly, ten semi-

spark of inspiration was brought from Fjord, a design and

structured in-depth interviews with designers were established. A

innovation consultancy that is part of Accenture Interactive,

co-design session with seven designers was facilitated to get an

annually establishes a report about current trends and movements

overview of the perception of nature and being related to it. Later

in design on a global scale, where life-centered design was

on, I used autoethography as a tool to collect studies of the

mentioned. Fjords' Chief Client O cer, Mark Curtis, explains life-

experience that I have created for myself as well as for the

centered design as a signi cant evolution from user-centered

participants of the co-design session. To elaborate more on the

design, which has been a mantra for the design industry for the last

experience itself, I included experience maps to visualize the

25 years (Fjord Trends, 2019). Mark states that remorseless focus

sensual part of the process.

on one user as the recipient of the designs and the value of the
design is having to change.

I believe that this paper might be an exciting read for a person who
is curious about environmental wellbeing and what a new vision of a

There are many areas of human activity that are still lacking the

life-centered approach is. My words might be seen as a summary of

appliance of human-centric and user-centric methods, including

water-human relationships throughout history, including the

healthcare and the public sector, but still, the practice shows that

relevant factors that need to be considered while designing for

such strategies have now become commonly used in the modern

designers to empathize with nature. For our planet to rise out from

world (Forlano, 2017). Increasingly, the ideas of user-centered

the ashes, there should be a change in behavioral patterns of the

design will look too self-centered in its objective around that single

"anthropoce'ner", meaning: stop human-way leading businesses,

ffi
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user. He believes that humans have to look beyond that and look

the modern economy growing, growing, growing, innovating,

across the span of life and the range of events and transformations

innovating, innovating is the kind of default mode of action.”

that are happening in the ecosystems of humans and how we, as

The current approach of creating things, human-centered design

designers, design for that now. Currently, we are seeing a shift

(HCD) (Cooley, 1989), is grounded in an understanding of people as

from "me" to "we" perspective unfold across the political and social

distinct, individual subjects. However, our new and emerging

spectrum, and we can also see an evolution in design from user-

attitudes towards the natural world and socio-technical systems

centered to human-centered and now to life-centered design. We

challenge this previous understanding. The

are beginning to move from designing for an individual to designing

often associated with neoliberal, capitalist economic models that

for the collective - i.e., the whole planet. The values contained in the

de ne the individual subject primarily as a consumer with the

traditional Venn diagram of desirability, feasibility, and viability are

ability to make choices, but whose agency and participation in

fundamentally changing - and so are our design responses to them

community forms of resistance, as well as the power to stand up to

(Fjord Trends, 2019).

corporations and governments, have been weakened (Forlano,

The founder of the term life-centered design is John Thackara, a

2017). Integrated theories of the human and frameworks from the

writer, curator, and event producer. John has traveled the world

social sciences alongside the more dominant quantitative methods,

for more than 30 years in search of narratives about the practical

it is necessary for the

moves taken by communities towards a sustainable future:

theoretical and methodological advances (Forlano, 2017).

within complex socio-technical systems, we must re ect on the

taught by scientists and by not just by modern scientists, by

fundamental assumptions underpinned earlier methods, models,

wisdom traditions like Buddhism and the old faiths actually have a

and frameworks and consider the relevance of emerging social

similar worldview which is that everything is connected and that

theory (Forlano, 2017). Although there are many areas of human

human beings are not separate from the planet that we live all

activity that have not yet integrated human-centered and user-

were part of it and the from the tiniest bacterium to the biggest

centered methods-including health care and the public sector-such

climate system. Everything in one way or another a ects

methods are now widely used and have become standard.

everything else. Even if we can’t identify that. Once you make that
your framework for being a designer will be any other actor in the

Life-centered design posits that consideration of the non-human-

world. You start to be a bit more cautious about maybe there are

whether animals and the natural environment or things and the

things that will happen as a result of me doing something to the

arti cial world require new forms of expertise and open up new

situation that would be undesirable. Whereas so far, particularly

problems, questions, possibilities, and solutions for the

ff
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eld to constantly keep abreast of

As design broadens into the social sector and addresses problems

“I’ve spent a long time coming to the conclusion or just being

fi

eld of design is also

eld of

design for which it is not yet equipped (Owens, 2019). As

design world emphasizes a shift in our understanding of the self

environmental and socio-technical modi cations complicate our

and its relationship to the whole world (Winiger, 2019).

understanding of the human world, it is plausible to create a way

Design that brings people into a collective cause is one way of

for new design practices that take such questions, stakeholders,

envisioning life-centered design. The ideal trio of desirability,

perspectives, and subjectivities into account (Owens, 2019). Such

feasibility, and viability is a renewable, green, and sought-after

questions will undoubtedly be re ected in the methods designers

product, service, or experience that also makes business sense

use to plan research, collect data, and test prototypes—and, more

(Fjord Trends, 2019). “The intersection between desirability,

concretely, how and what they design. There is already evidence

feasibility and viability is evolving–we’re all becoming less self-

that new design practices are being developed. For instance, there

centered and more life-centered” (Fjord Trends, 2019). To

is a growing involvement in design for complex, adaptive systems,

understand what it is all about in the real life I will bring several

design as participation, design futures, and transition design

examples of how the frameworks of life-centred design might be

(Forlano, 2017).

used.

Designer Stiven Kerestegian (2019), head of Global Innovation at
IKEA, brings the topic of life-centered design: "Life-centred design

A major meat processing company in the United States called

requires an expansion of our scope of responsibilities and ethical

Perdue chicken (which raises 640 million birds per year at 2100

considerations for the longer-term health of society, the economy,

contracted farms) is working on a series of changes that would

and not just people but our entire living planet." Stiven (2019)

“upgrade conditions for both chickens and humans” (Semuels,

claims that design needs to evolve beyond the current

2016). Their transformations include “thinking about the wants

anthropocentric approach to problem-solving and include design

and needs of living beings, re ning relations with the farmers that

thinking for 1) coevolution, 2) resilience, and 3) beyond the human

sustain the chickens, being open to criticism of operating policies,

scale. Life-centered design is not just a solution to current needs

and keeping on advancing its knowledge concerning the animal

or problems but bears responsibility for the impact it will have on

care” (Forlano, 2017). Perdue was induced to pursue these changes

people and the planet in the future, and must in itself be a solution

after an animal rights group documented appalling conditions at a

to how it is disposed of and or reused (e.g., how a product is

chicken farm, as well as learning from practices at organic chicken

disassembled and processed; where do the parts go and how are

farms. At the moment, they are working with a veterinarian,

they destroyed/reused/repurposed, how do coatings/paints/dyes

together with master’s and doctoral students, to study animal

o -gas, what impact do the processes required to make and

behavior. The focus of the observations is what makes chickens

destroy each unit have on life's ability of life to thrive on earth -

energetic, joyful, and healthy. The enhancements (which have been

must be considered as part of the design). This movement in the

justi ed to decrease mortality rates in chickens) encompass

fi
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windows for natural light, interactive play designs, and various types
and textures of vegetarian feed. Simultaneously, the company claims
that these improvements are costly and that, in most cases,
consumers are not sure whether they are willing to pay extra for
humanely-raised chicken (Forlano, 2017).
Another example is from the eld of textile design, precisely - textile
farming. Researchers from the University of Applied Arts in Vienna,
Imhof and Gruber, investigate the idea of living as architecture
through their research project (Figure 2) GrAB – Growing as
Building (Imhof & Gruber, 2016). Growth tenets are investigated by
examining hydrogel, mycelium, slime mold, algae, and bacterial
cellulose. The goal of the project GrAB is to investigate
architectural concepts for growing structures. Imhof and Gruber
examine metabolic systems and the hierarchical organization of
living organisms, as well as study the structural capability of plants.
The volumetric enlargement and shape-transformation of plants are
tied to water absorption, for instance the change in the form of
seedpods. Imhof and Gruber also conducted a design process ‘in
collaboration’ with slime mold, wherein they observed how it
covered a three-dimensional architectural model in the process of
growing. Imhof and Gruber also accentuate the need to consider
feasible life cycle designs to develop architectural applications. The
researchers claim that independent or semi-independent systems
will question our attitudes towards a ecting and retaining control of
the systems we live in (Keune, 2018).

Figure 2. The GrAB project – Growing as Building (Imhof & Gruber, 2016).
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1.2. How to intervene as an Interaction
Designer?

encouraging people to interpret contexts for themselves,
ambiguity promotes conceptual engagement with systems and
their contextual relationships, and thus the building of deeper and
more intimate relationships with the meanings o ered by those

As an Interaction Designer, I feel the urge to invite my peers to

systems (Gaver, Beaver, and Benford, 2003). The intent is to create

reconsider their injustice towards other living entities. By learning

an embodied experience to spark thoughts, conversations to invite

more about the vision of human-centered design, I felt that the

designers to reconsider their place in the multidimensional

bigger picture is missing. Why are we considering creating

networks of beings entangled with other beings.

products and services only for humankind? What about the rest of

1.3. Methodology

the life that surrounds our species? Are we, designers, focusing on
the right issues? Is this the appropriate approach to tackle the
challenges that we are facing as a planet today?

I work with water and delve into what life - centered

I believe that I could contribute to this subject by sparkling and

design actually means, not only as an occurring buzzword in the
design world but to envision the movement as a mindset, a mantra,

supporting the conversation on the importance of reimagining our

a philosophy. The intention would be to use a life-centered design

relationship with the environment and increase awareness of the

vision to awaken designers to connect to their senses and feelings

interdependence of humans on natural entities. Moreover, I aim to

and, as an outcome of that intervention, to reconsider the

create an engaging, delightful, and embodied experience for

interconnection between human and non-human actors. Because

designers, including myself. The approach would be in supporting,

the subject matter was still broad - I needed to focus my attention

engaging, and recreating a bond with the person’s own bodily

on a speci c challenge and select the target group. After rounds of

experiences in order to connect to their inner self. Afterward, a

proposals and considerations, I decided to put designers (including

new perspective might be explored towards relying itself on a
natural entity.

myself) under the spotlight and observe their (our) relationship

Interaction designers praise experiences. The project connects the

have created the methodology illustration (Figure 3). In this way,

visionary, interactive and bodily experience. For this particular

the research will be well-structured, more transparent, and help

project, I am imagining combining life-centered design vision and

me keep the main research question throughout the journey.

with natural entities. To better understate the subject matter, I

ambiguous design approaches (Gaver, Beaver, and Benford, 2003).
Ambiguity can be fascinating, mysterious, and delightful. By

ff
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The core focus of my methodology is to explore the de nition of
nature. It will set the ground for understanding the current state
of natural entities, their rights, their needs, as well as the de nition
of nature throughout history versus today. Moreover, to
understand the formal perception of humans towards natural
entities, I have looked into governmental laws, constitutions, and
regulations concerning natural rights to understand how
concerned our institutions are about the current situation. The
second layer of the circular model concerns designing for nature,
the stage of the research where I will be conducting interviews with
designers to understand their mindset on design and nature.
Furthermore, I will be designing a co-design session that will help
me to understand how designers will react to the challenge of
designing for the water and what kind of thinking and physical
outcome evolves as a result of it. And the last layer of designing
with the nature is the phase where I will be creating an experience
for myself in light of learnings from phases one and two.

1.4 Designers as the target group
“We were making the future and hardly any of us troubled to think
what future we were making and here it is!” - H.G.Wells
As John Thackara has emphasized on the idea that “everything
in uences everything else in one way or another, organizations will
urgently require a systems mindset while dealing with complex

Figure 3. Methodology of the research

problem-solving” (Thackara, 2018).
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John claims that a systems mindset unites a sense of purpose

2) How, and in what ways—competitively/collaboratively,

with people, with life at its core, and comes from many years of

hierarchically/horizontally — are capabilities, agency, and power

practice, craft and habit. Due to the multi-disciplinary facilitatory

distributed across human, machines, and natural systems?

role that design plays, designers are well-placed to introduce this

3) What new knowledge(s), questions, stakeholders, and

mindset to any business. In today's fast-changing landscape,

partnerships are needed in order to adequately design for this

designers must change as well (Thackara, 2018).

problem?

For years, the application of user-centered and human-centered

4) How are ethics, values, and responsibilities re ected and

design, defended by many, often separated people from the

embedded throughout the design process?

ecosystem. As committed humanists, designers have often stood
up for people in the face of a technocentric rationale for

My choice of the target audience can be explained in several

"innovation" and "progress" (Forlano, 2017). Now, designers must

reasons: designers build the world. We use our tools and

start to address people as part of an ecosystem rather than at

knowledge to materialize the ideas and concepts of businesses and

the center of everything. This means designing for two sets of

companies for people around the Globe. In the modern world, the

values: personal and collective (Fjord Trends, 2019). Designers and

responsibilities of designers have changed enormously (Owens,

clients both have to face this intricacy and merge the best of

2019. Nowadays, there are more emerging roles of C-level

systems thinking and practice, along with design practice. As we

designers in the job market (Theorg, 2021). "C-level executives

design for this as well as for the migration of current systems to a

play a strategic role within an organization; they hold senior

new system, we will be using transition design frameworks more

positions and impact company-wide decisions. C stands for

and more (Fjord, 2019).

"Chief," so a C-level executive (also called a C-suite executive) is in
charge of an entire department or business unit, such as

According to the Life-centered design framework from Stiven

Marketing, Finance and IT" (Cuthbert, 2019). Designers who have

Kerestegian (2019) - designers carrying out projects that engage

a "C"-level position have a more signi cant impact on the process;

with these emergent problems might start to reconsider the

their input is more considered in making long-term business

following questions.

decisions. "C-level executives are responsible for leading their

1) Who or what — human/nonhuman, human/animal, individual/

respective departments. They handle strategic planning and

organizational/network —are the user(s), and for whom or what

delegation within their teams and bring that information back to

should the design be desirable?

the CEO and other C-suite members" (Theorg, 2021).
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Being an emerging designer myself, I am curious about how the
novel ways of creating, designing products, services, systems, and
experiences are managed today. The intent is to explore the
current trends and movements towards sustainability, inclusivity,
and circularity. Furthermore, being surrounded by the community
of designers and other creative minds, I believe that this project is
a great opportunity to observe how other like-minded people
relate to life-centered design vision, what do these people consider
important while creating products, and how do they relate
themselves to the environment.
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Chapter 2. Design Journey

Investigating Human
Relationships with
Nature
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2.0. Design Journey
The

puzzle that emerged from the gathered data and to realize the
enormous scope of the topic. It was essential to

strikes me most by placing the keywords in hierarchical order. I

rst step of my design journey was to start with desktop

continued with creating groups by naming them depending on the

research - to de ne the importance of nature in people's lives and

topic of the formed clusters. The systematic visual mapping should

what factors trigger the idea of ourselves in the world. This gave

be mapping out the actors and showcasing the structure of the

me a foundation for understanding the current questions and

whole system, including policies of the government, businesses,

issues of the human world, including design, natural entities,

companies, economics, stakeholders, design methods, humanistic

whether these entities are protected or cared for, the

perspective.

interconnectedness of nature with modern humans versus

As the next step, I have proceeded with preparation for the in-

indigenous humans. In addition, I explored the current movements

depth interviews with designers. The goal of the interviews was to

in the design world on how to promote a di erent perspective of

explore the standpoints of designers towards the meaning of the

the design process by experimenting with inclusivity and designing

design, being a designer, understanding their values and way of

for animals or other living beings and using ambiguity as a tool to

thinking on the topics like responsibility, life-centered design,

awaken designers to become more self-aware, to be in a balance

ethics, environment. Gathered data was analyzed and formed in

that as a result can provide a solid foundation for creativity and
design process.

clusters that resonated the same message among each other. As a

Essential ndings helped me gather a deeper understanding of the

that became my leading stones during the next steps.

takeaway to sum up the interview stage, I created six statements

stakeholders involved and map out ndings that resonated with my

The upcoming act was to integrate gathered knowledge into the

topic in a clear and memorable way. Afterward, I continued with

co-design session. The session was an enriching experience that

mind mapping - de ning primary and secondary keywords of my
interest and placing them in the hierarchical order (Figure 4).

revealed the importance of self-awareness during design

According to an interaction designer, Matthew Weprin (Weprin,

from the meditative activities designed for the session and noticed

processes. Each of the participants expressed a positive e ect
that it helped to become more aware of the environment they are

2021), a nity diagramming is “a tool that is used to organize a

located in as well as helped to reconnect with their own self.

large number of ideas, sorting them into groups based on their
natural relationships, for review and analysis”. The main goal of
that technique (Figure 5) was to de ne the core elements of the
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nd out what

Figure 4. De ning primarily and secondary keywords

Figure 5. A nity diagramming
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2.1. Desktop Research

2.1.1. Rivers as Living Entities

I have included various sources of getting involved with the topic,

“The river, . . . is the living symbol of all the life it sustains or

such as accountable news portals, academic papers, books,

nourishes— sh, aquatic insects, water ouzels, otter, sher, deer,

articles, documentaries, conferences, lectures, and podcasts. Since

elk, bear, and all other animals, including man, who are dependent

the scope of research was quite large to begin with, I aimed to

on it or who enjoy it for its sight, its sound, or its life. The river as

understand where I want to intervene as an interaction designer.

plainti

Understanding the subject matter from di erent perspectives,

Those people who have a meaningful relation to that body of

re ning the scope by looking for a speci c problem, and narrowing

water—whether it be a

it down to the speci c focus group were the main goals of the

logger—must be able to speak for the values which the river

primary research. For an inspiring start, I watched several

represents and which are threatened with destruction.” - Justice

documentaries on the environmental crisis, the importance of

Douglas

biodiversity to the well-being of the earth, how tribes and

highlighted the need to rethink the relationship between society

it. I have tried to nd as many interviews, conferences, and lectures

and natural resources. “It is at once an element, a ow, a means of

on life-centered design as possible to learn about the movement on

transportation, a life-sustaining substance and a life-threatening

a more personal level, as well as to learn about the founder of the

force, the subject, object, and often the means of social and

movement John Thackara (2018), a British writer, advisor and

cultural activity..Water inspires new ways of thinking about key

public speaker, and a Senior Fellow of the Royal College of Art, as

aspects of social relationships, including exchange, circulation,

he presents the approach and vision of life-centered design.

power, community, and knowledge at the same time. Relationships

Mainly, my attention was on the study papers and articles on

in water challenge assumptions about nature and resources,

several topics: life-centered design vision, posthuman design,

questioning their conceptual and material boundedness and

ambiguity, eco-therapy, climate change as a wicked problem,

stability and thus furthering our understanding of the human and

autoethnography, policies formed around living entities,

non-human” (Franz and Veronica Strang, 2016).

constitutions of countries that consider natural resources as living
and sacred entities, and many more.
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sherman, a canoeist, a zoologist, or a

Previous research (Strang 2009; Linton 2010) on water has

indigenous peoples perceive nature, and their communication with

fi

speaks for the ecological unit of life that is part of it.

Ecology has reminded us that the world is all about connections

animistic practices and beliefs. The notion of animism, developed

and is a tremendous complex net of systems and subsystems,

by E. B. Tylor in his 1871 masterpiece Primitive Culture, is one of

both living and nonliving. If humans disregard or misunderstand

the earliest concepts in anthropology, if not the rst.

these connections, then at best, our designs are suboptimal, and

It is usually presented in encyclopedias of anthropology as a type

at worst, are dangerous and life-threatening (Owens, 2019). It is

of religion that sees personality in nonhuman entities such as

acknowledged by United Nations research (United Nations, 2021)

landscapes, trees, birds, animals, objects, and natural

“Water is at the core of sustainable development and is critical

phenomena. The term has also gained prominence in other

for socio-economic development, energy, and food production,

scienti c disciplines, notably religious studies (as a belief in spirit

healthy ecosystems and for human survival itself. Water is also

beings) and developmental psychology (concerning children's

at the heart of adaptation to climate change, serving as the

tendency to see things as alive and conscious) (Bird-David, 1999).

crucial link between society and the environment.” Interactions

Anthropological research papers present animism as a

exist in the ecosystems of the planet across di erent macro and

fundamental notion, e.g., as "the belief that inside ordinary

micro scales. Designing for these scales asks us to observe and

visible, tangible bodies there is invisible, intangible being: the soul

understand these previously invisible systems and their

. . . each culture [having] its own distinctive animistic beings and

interconnectivity (Kerestegian, 2019).

its own speci c elaboration of the soul concept" (Harris, 1983).

Living organisms regulate the atmosphere in their interest, and
the writer William Golding (Lovelock, 2003) suggested Gaia as

As a scholar of religion, Graham Harvey (Harvey, 1997) argues

their name. Brie y, the Gaia theory states that organisms and

that animism is the religion in which the world is full of persons,

their material environment evolve as a single coupled system

only some of whom are human. According to John Reid, who is , a

from which emerges the ongoing self-regulation of climate and

senior research fellow at the University of Canterbury's Ngai

chemistry to a habitable state for ora and fauna of a speci c to

Tahu Research Centre, many people nowadays look at animism

include evolutionary biology and evolutionary geology as a single

not as a speci c religion but as a way of doing religion that is

science. In the Gaia theory, organisms change and adapt to their

rooted in the relationships with the material and natural world.

material environment. It enlightens our view of earth system

“The experience of animism enables us to see not what things

science and the environment. Most importantly, as Lynn Margulis

are but who things are. It means that we do not relate to things

points out, it draws our attention to the microorganisms that

as resources but relate to them as people. With that comes a

constitute the physical infrastructure of the Earth (Lovelock,

whole lot of ethics. By doing this, we enable the elements to talk

2003). Concepts of personhood and ecological perception are two

to us” (TEDx Talks, 2014).

useful areas to reconsider our theories and knowledge of
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2.1.2. Indigenous People and Nature

University of Ecuador, asserts, people must above all adjust their
perceptions to recognize nature as the mother of man and all living
beings as our brothers. And realize that society will not have a

“Climate change re ects the fact that there is something wrong

promising future if we break these family ties with our mother and

that is happening in the World - it is the lack of love and

brothers.

understanding your spirit and how you as a being are co-existing
in this world.” - Indigenous person

2.1.3. Nowadays Perception of Nature and
Our Relationship with it

Our ancestors always acted with a sense of being in a reciprocal
emotional connection with their physical surroundings. Whether
they felt they were being praised by Mother Nature or punished by

“There is a perception that the water is there in bountiful

her, at least they were in constant conversation with it. Even the

amounts and everyone has access to it, because you can just turn

idea of a punitive Mother Earth is better than the idea of an

a tap, and that's a big problem.” - Amina Mohammed, Deputy

indi erent one - for at least anger represents a kind of energetic
exchange (Gilbert, 2016).

Secretary-General, United Nations

The claim of indigenous and minority communities to be granted a

The environmental crisis we are facing as a planet is becoming
worse every day. Indeed, it is a super-wicked problem of our time

human right to the environment may be more closely related to

that is extremely hard to resolve. According to Sun and Yang

their rights of self-determination, which in turn may be closely
related to their property rights (The Federalist Society, 2019).

(2016), the scope of the issue is planetary, and the potential

The Maori tribe Trustee Jamie Tuuta (Goeckeritz, 2020) explains

human now and in the forthcoming time and how we want our

that if we are talking about legal personhood, ultimately, there

future to look like. What does it mean to be a human in the context

should be someone who must be the voice. In order to make these

of life around us?

downside is high. We, as a race, need to rethink what it means to be

decisions, a person needs a set of values. But what kind of values?
When we think about the mountain, for example, being your
grandparents, it starts with, how would you like your grandparents
to be treated? So when people start thinking about those aspects,
then the context of the situation shifts and becomes quite
personal, and people can start thinking about what's important. As
Edgar Lopez (Goeckeritz, 2020), professor at the Central
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Dr. Robin Wall Kimmerer (Gilbert, 2016), a botanist and an author

geographically clear borders. Within the complex spectrum of

who teaches environmental biology at the SUNY College of

establishing where a legal subject ends, and another begins,

Environmental Science and Forestry in Syracuse,NewYork, claims

however, rivers are more easily identi able. A river’s very being is

that “modern humans have lost this sense of conversation-lost the

premised on historicized boundaries that measure its watery

awareness that the earth communicates with us just as we

ambit from riverbed to riverbank. Still, rivers elude a nal, clearly

communicate with it. Instead, modern humans have been trained

de ned, and uncontroversial description. As a result, they inhabit

to believe that nature is deaf and blind to them - perhaps because

a liminal space, one that is at the same time geographically

we believe that nature has no inherent sense. Which is a somewhat

bounded yet metaphorically transcendent, physically shifting, and

pathological construct because it denies any possibility of

culturally porous” (Clark et al., 2018).

relationship.”

Reconnecting humans with the land has to do with restoring our

With the tremendous and rapid development of technology,

relationships with each other, regrowing our sense of purpose, our

medicine, society, and other important aspects of modern human

sense of community, and our kindness to each other. We get that

life - we have become so disconnected from our natural

through what we observe about nature. We are the observers of

environment that has supported our existence from the beginning.

the relationships between the trees and the insects, between the

By surrounding ourselves with the latest technologies and gadgets,

mist and the land, between a rock and the mud, and we see how

we are making our lives easier and more convenient, but at the

everything works together in this extreme diversity. Reconnecting

same time, we are also amputating those human experiences from

with nature gives humans a sense of security about the future

our daily live s. As Marshall McLuhan (Winiger, 2019)

(Goeckeritz, 2020).

stated: “Technology is an extension of the Human Body. It extends

2.1.4. How Natural Entities are Represented
in Legal Proceeding Today

the reach of our natural limits.” He continued: “The telephone
extends the voice but also amputates the art of penmanship
gained through regular correspondence.” Would that mean that
our race is becoming less empathetic and more focusing on

At the beginning of October, reports (Korelina, 2020) surfaced of

e ciency, comfort and saving our energy on something more

contamination of the Paci c Ocean's coastal waters around

important? But then the question raises - what is actually

Russia's Far East Kamchatka Peninsula. Upon inspecting the area,

important?

the regional Environment Ministry found twice the normal level of

“Nature, the environment, and even single complex ecosystems

phenols and a fourfold increase in the number of oil products in the

are seldom easily quanti able as bounded entities with

waters around Khalaktyrsky Beach. They also discovered signs of
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pollution from oil products in three other areas of Avacha Bay.

to maintain the rights of the natural object/person (Magallanes,

Greenpeace (Korelina, 2020) called the situation an ecological

2018).

disaster. The bodies of dead marine wildlife started piling up the

Starting from the 1970s, vast amounts of symposia and

beaches and sea oor: seals, octopuses, sea urchins, crabs, and sh.

conferences have been held to establish a substantive right to the

Ivan Usatov, a researcher of the Kronotsky Nature Reserve and the

environment and develop an interrelationship between human

Paci c Institute of Geography (Bracelli, 2020), said that “95
percent are dead...Some large

rights and environmental protection (Ercmann, 1999). As early as

sh, shrimps, and crabs have

1975, an international conference was organized in Bonn to de ne

survived, but in minimal numbers. However, even these animals

the individual's right to a decent environment and include this right

are at risk as they will likely be poisoned by eating the carcasses

in national constitutions and the European Convention of Human

of infected ones.”

Rights. However, the di culty of de ning the term "environment" -

Additionally, a month before the incident in Kamchatka, another

its vagueness and uncertainty raised doubts about adopting such a

ecological catastrophe has happened in Norilsk, Russia, where

right, as it would be particularly di cult to enforce (Ercmann,

more than 20 thousand tonnes of diesel leaked from the tank

1999).

storage facility owned by the Nornickelgroup. According to Forbes

“The Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund in the United

(Forbes, 2021), the enterprise owner, Vladimir Olegovich Potanin, is

States began including local ecosystems as legal subjects in

the richest man in Russia. This leads me to think of the existing and

municipal ordinances as early as 2006. In 2008, Ecuador granted

intense e ect on the environment that we, humans, are projecting

intrinsic rights to nature guaranteed by four constitutional

on our environment. Perhaps, it is a sense of ownership in uenced

provisions. Bolivia followed, tentatively at

by human currencies and the human nature of power blindness.

constitution and then more vigorously with two laws of Mother

The question arises: how can we ensure to give nature the

Earth enacted in 2010 and 2011. More recently, New Zealand

possibility of being heard and provide protection.

recognized legal personhood for two distinct geographical
features, the Te Urewera forest in 2014 and the Whanganui River

According to Catherine Magallanes (2018), the modern idea of legal

in 2017, and is currently negotiating the same recognition for a

personality and rights for nature is best known for the work of

third, Mount Taranaki” (Clark et al., 2018).

Christopher Stone in 1972. Stone proposed that all-natural objects
should be given legal personality in order to better protect them.

There are many examples of the tribes, beliefs and policies that

Legal personality would allow nature to have rights that could be

formed a humane relationship with natural entities. I will bring

enforced. Such legal personality would not be considered another

several examples from Ecuador and New Zealand.

person's property, even though other persons would be necessary
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rst in its 2009

Example from Ecuador
In 2008, Ecuador adopted a new Constitution. The Ecuadorian
Constitution is explicitly stated to be underpinned by the
indigenous concept of Sumak Kawsay (Figure 6):
“We women and men, the sovereign people of Ecuador... Hereby
decide to build a new form of civil society, and diversity and
harmony with nature, to achieve the good way of living (buen vivir),
the Sumak Kawsay…Sumak Kawsay is most often translated as
living in harmony with nature. It involves more than sustainability,
with it also seeing nature as an inherent part of the social being
and thereby not merely as a product for human use. It is
translated as buen vivir (from Spanish) (Magallanes, 2018).
The Ecuador Constitutional Court (Magallanes, 2018) has held that
rights of nature and buen vivir are central to the Constitution and
stated that this re ects: “a biocentric vision that prioritizes
Nature in contrast to the classic anthropocenic conception in
which the human being is the center and measure of all things, and
where Nature was considered a mere provider of resources.”
In reference to Magallanes (2018), “the Ecuador Constitution
provides that buen vivir must be the foundation of a new
development model that is environmentally balanced, and
respectful of cultural diversity, conserves biodiversity and the
natural regeneration capacity of ecosystems.”

Figure 6. Concept illustration of Sumak Kawsay (Filosomidia, 2008)
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Example from New Zealand
The Whanganui River (Figure 7) is the longest navigable river in
New Zealand, at 290 kilometers, and runs through the traditional
territory of a number of Whanganui Maori tribes or iwi (Figure 8). It
is said that the river is central to the tribes' existence, providing
"both physical and spiritual sustenance Whanganui Iwi since time
immemorial”. The Whanganui iwi regards the river as their tupuna
(ancestor), and the belief that the people are inextricably linked to
the river 'underpins the responsibility of the iwi [tribes] and hapū
[sub-tribes] of Whanganui in relation to the care, protection,
management, and use of the Whanganui River.” It is this belief that
has led to the Whanganui proverb: "Ko au te Awa, ko te Awa ko
au" (I am the river and the river is me) (Magallanes, 2018). The Te
Awa Tupua Act 2017 created a new legal person for the river per

Figure 7. Whanganui River in New Zealand by Ron Mertens
(Therightsofnature, 2012)

se, Te Awa Tupua. The Act recognizes the inseparable link between
Whanganui Iwi and Whanganui River and the metaphysical status
of the river as a living being. It claims that "Te Awa Tupua is an
indivisible and living whole, comprising the Whanganui River from
the mountains to the sea, incorporating all its physical and
metaphysical elements... The iwi and hapū of the Whanganui River
have an inalienable connection with, and responsibility to, Te Awa
Tupua and its health and well-being." (Magallanes, 2018).

Figure 8. Whanganui Maori tribe or iwi, sourced from (Pinterest, 2021)
27

According to Jonathan Adler, an American legal commentator and

of themselves in the world as individuals as well as from their

law professor at the Case Western Reserve University School of

professional side. While reading the book “Big Magic” by Elizabeth

Law, the idea of granting nature a right is a way of saying that

Gilbert (Gilbert, 2016), I stumbled upon a chapter called “Does It

nature, or at least a particular place, has independent claims that

Love You?” that opened my eyes to the issues of self-acceptance

should be recognized within the legal order. The problem is that,

and self-trust and how that can a ect people’s perception of their

unlike an individual, unlike an association, unlike even a society,

surroundings and the way they interact with it. This chapter tells a

there is no one with intentions, with claims, with interests, that we

story about a botanist and a teacher Dr. Robin Wall Kimmerer who

can identify to guide how those rights are exercised or defended

was teaching her students, young environmentalists, how to heal

(The Federalist Society, 2019). This means that nature cannot

the world:

possess rights because nature cannot protect itself. It cannot

At

write a document to present in court. However, people were

rst, the teacher asked the students: "Do you love nature?"

Everyone raised their hand. The second question followed: "Do you

persuaded when nature was compared with children's rights.

believe that nature loves you in return?" and everyone put their

According to Jonathan, "It is necessary to have a guardian of

hands down. Dr. Robin points out that the root of the problem is

these rights." (The Federalist Society, 2019). Moreover, Adler says

that “these young world-savers earnestly believe that the living

that when people say that they want rivers or mountains, or other

earth is indi erent to them. There is a belief that man is nothing

natural places to have rights, they usually mean that they want to

more than a passive consumer and that our presence here on

be able to intervene in administrative procedures. Instead of

earth is a destructive force. We take, consume, extract and o er

talking about nature having rights. We should be looking for ways

nothing of use to nature in return. People believe that humans just

to expand the kinds of property rights and other rights we have to

happen to be here on this planet and that the earth, therefore,

resources to a broader range of environmental concerns so that

does not give a damn about us. With this in mind, Robin warns her

more people can work in groups to protect the resources they care

students, and they miss out on something fundamental: they miss

about. The well-being of water today depends on individuals who

out on their potential to become co-creators of life. As Robin puts

can act on behalf of that resource (The Federalist Society, 2019).

it, "The exchange of love between earth and people calls forth the
creative gifts of both. Earth is not indi erent to us but demands

2.2. Participatory Design Activities

our gifts in return for hers - the reciprocal nature of life and
creativity" (Gilbert, 2016).

To create an awakening, ambiguous, and embodied experience for
the designers, I needed rst to learn more about their perception
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each is grateful to the other for their help. I have used this notion as
a leading component in my participatory design activities since the
nding seems extremely signi cant in changing the modern people
perception of their own self being and interacting in the world, and
as an outcome, it can help people, designers in my case, to become
more aware of their environment and how do they interact with it.

2.2.1. In-depth Interviews
I have conducted ten in-depth interviews with designers who were
di erent by the eld of occupation (Table 1) to understand whether
there are di erences in the perception of themselves, their
relationship with the natural entities, and the designers’ role in the
creation process. Given (2008) refers to in-depth interviews as
often semi-structured, and participants are encouraged to give a
comprehensive re ection of the topic.
Each interview lasted for an hour. Initially, we discussed what design
is for each of them, what qualities a designer should have, what
qualities designers should avoid, which responsibilities a designer
has or does it even have responsibilities, and guiding a designer
during the creative process. The second part was to debate nature,
what meaning it has to a designer, and what value it has for a

Table 1. Table of participants of in-depth interviews

designer personally. Moving closer to the interview concluded, I
asked designers whether they have heard about life-centered
design, what they think it is all about, and how could we, as a society,
switch the value system from the “me” to “we” perspective. as a
society, switch the value system from the “me” to “we” perspective.
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Simply put: Nature provides the seed, man provides the garden, and

2.2.1.1. Overview of the Findings and
Statements

Designers are building, balancing and re-arranging the blocks
that are circulating in the world
Designer is one who is in constant search of balance between the

Several patterns emerged from the interviews and formed clusters

product and the environment. Balance is the measurement of a

with similar messages and meanings. As a result of the in-depth

good design. Thus, thinking about the environment is as important

interview phase, six statements were created and were formed as

as taking into account the users needs, desires and values.

an interview analysis outcome.
As one of the designers said “Designers suck the inspiration from

Nature is a designer's master and idol

the world, breath it all in - build new structures and lastly putting
those elements back in the environment” - P8.

Nature can be called a superior designer and nature is the
embodiment of a good design. People praised nature from the very
beginning of their existence. Nature creates perfect artefacts that

Another interviewee claimed that “In the nature everything seems

are circular and creative in execution. Unsurprisingly, the

to be designed, everything is balanced” - P6

rst

religion in human history was animism.
Designers are not realising their impact
Designers expressed that nature seems as something extremely

Designers need to understand their power of improving products

powerful and big to them. One of the responsibilities of a designer

and services for a better future. They need to realise that they

is to take care of nature, help it to live in a better conditions as well

have a voice.

as learn from it. Mostly all of the interviewed designers pointed
out that for them nature is the biggest source of inspiration.

Designers promote di erent types of behaviour, therefore

Designers are aware of the situation that is occurring in the

promoting certain types of habits. Designers have social

ecological world and believe that it important to break the

responsibility. Designers are capable of creating experiences that

occurred hierarchy that separates us from the rest of the nature.

might be addictive, it is important to keep that in mind and to

The majority of the Interviewees claim that we need to understand

promote healthier and ecological lifestyle.

that we are not only being a part of nature but also are in constant
negotiation with it.
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Although, the interest in heathy experiences also needs to come

of technology that is eventually really doing bad to us” - P7

from companies and organisations that those designers are
working in. The responsibility is not always on the designer himself,

Designers are the ones who need to be systematic, taking all

although designers as professionals have the knowledge and are

the things into account, seeing the hidden patterns and

able to share it with the other stakeholders to inform and educate

notions

them about it.

Designers should be conscious of the e ect that their creation

Designers can transform human's perception about their

might have not only in the human world but also for the impact of

environment, how to interact with it, as well as the image of

the environment that it could produce.

themselves could be disturbed

“We do not really see where products and things are coming from.

To build healthy habits for the environment around us designers

Where the materials are coming from, you know, even your food.

should see the bene t for their own life as well as for the outer

Perhaps, we are failing to see because the enemy is not this visible

beings.

enough?” - P8

Designers believe that they need to

nd more positive ways to

“I have had to think about the whole lifecycle of the product, not

design better interactions with nature. We need to build habits

just starting of the project to releasing it, nut actually thinking

that are doing good to the environment. Even if we are talking

about how it will evolve over its lifetime” - P9

about life-centred design - humans are still at the core of it.
Meaning that the ability of understanding why people do certain

“How can you design something when designing for me is where

actions is very important.

you have to be aware of things. I can not imagine a designer who
does not watch news...I believe that designers need to be openminded, as in never assuming things” - P4

“If we belong to something - we will protect it. We protect our
families, social groups, countries..So how can we, as designers,

Co-existing with the outer environment is the only way to exist

exploit this towards nature…Nature is not as calling for the
attention as anything else. We have those little machines in our

Humans need clean water, air,

pockets that are craving for us, so we do not have time for

Humanity can not survive without nature, whereas nature can

thinking about the trees. It is boring for most of the people. But, I

survive without humans. Sometimes designers forget that we are

do not like blaming technology, because I think it is the application
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ora and fauna simply to exist.

biological beings who are in constant interaction with the
environment around us. we only have to understand that we are
not only a part of nature, but are in constant negotiation with
everything else.
I have used the statements from the interviews to build my next
research activity: co-design session.

2.2.2. Co-Design Session
After analyzing the interviews and de ning the statements, I
started with the preparation of the co-design session. This session
had several objectives.
My primary goal was to create a change in designers' perspective
on having a massive impact on whatever they create through codesign. For that, I provided 5 participants (Table 2) with a
conscious experience of designing for nature. The secondary goal
was to invite designers to be playful and curious and to engage with
nature. In light of this goal, I introduced them to an
ambiguous design for the nature experience. Furthermore, the codesign session aimed at inviting designers to elaborate on the topic
of what is common between humans and water by providing them

Table 2. Table of Participants of the co-design session

with tools that will enable interaction with their bodies and their
environment. Accordingly, I thought about the roles of the
participants, the role of the water, and my role in that process. It
helped me to form a clear idea of how I need to structure the
session.

fi
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re ection (Figure 11). The subject of nature has been chosen as the
Pirita River (Figure 9). Pirita River is a well-known place in Tallinn
as for the locals as for the foreigners. It is closely located to the
Pirita Beach, being one of the most spacious beaches in Tallinn; it
can attract up to 30,000 visitors a day during the summer
(Wikipedia, 2021), there are many fascinating routes that collide
with the Pirita River. An opulent, green valley around the Pirita
River holds the Tallinn Botanic Garden and the Forest Cemetery,
the recreational places of some of Estonia’s most signi cant
numbers. Due to the diversity of the landscape, Pirita is
characterized by a large number of di erent species. Up to 200year-old pine trees rise throughout the river valley, together with
120 species of birds that have been detected here. Throughout the

Figure 9. Location of the Pirita river on the map (Purposegames, 2012).

summer, the zone is a feeding ground for bats too. Additionally, the
natural heritage also envelops Iru Hill Fort, one of the oldest
settlement spots in Tallinn, dating back to the 7th to 5th centuries
BC (visittallinn, 2021). As the legend claims, the Iru Hill Fort is
where the giant hero Kalevipoeg, from Estonian folklore (Figure 10),
was born. Pirita is the only river that ows through Tallinn. For the
rst time, the valley of the bottom of the river Pirita acquired the
status of the state landscape reserve in 1957. The actual landscape
nature reserve was created in 1999 (Citynature, 2021).

Figure 10. Oskar Kallis, "Kalevipoeg Ringing the Bell” (Wikimedia, 2020).
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The session consisted of three stages: warm-up, co-designing and

Figure 11: The visualisation of the co-design session structure
34

The warm-up phase included four activities. We started with 5
minutes long meditative exercise (Figure 12, 13) to awaken
consciousness. I kindly asked the participants to stand in a
comfortable and cozy spot near the Pirita river, take the
headphones and listen to the meditation I have sent to the mutual
chat beforehand.
The recording contains nothing but the pure sound of a Tibetan
singing bowl repeatedly struck with a soft mallet. It was taken
from Mindfulness Bells Volume 1. Christopher Lloyd Clarke
recorded this bowl in his studio in 2011, using some of the highest
quality microphones and audio processing equipment in his
collection. This soothing sound is a beautiful focal point for
meditation by simply absorbing the person's attention to the
mindfulness bell's sound. No mantra is needed, no special

Figure 12. Co-design session with designers. 5-minute meditation

breathing techniques, just let the sound of the bell absorb the
person's attention. At the end of the meditation, a high-pitched
bell sound is heard.
With the meditation, the designer's mood has changed; they have
returned to me in a more peaceful and calm state of being. We
continued with another exercise that is called the "Five
Senses" (Figure 14) (UVM Medical Center, 2018). The exercise
gives guidance on how to practice mindfulness in almost any
situation or environment quickly. All it takes is noticing something
you are experiencing with each of the ve senses. I have followed
this structure to practice the Five Senses with the participants:

Figure 13. Co-design session with designers. 5-minute meditation exercise
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#1 Notice ve things that you can see
Look around you and focus your attention to ve things that you
can see. Pick something that you do not usually notice, like a
water drop or a small leave on the ground.

#2 Notice four things that you can feel
Bring awareness to four things that you are currently feeling,
like the moist of your gloves, the feeling of the breeze on your
skin, or the smooth surface of your coat.
#3 Notice three things you can hear
Bring sensitivity to four things that you are feeling at the very

Figure 14. Co-design session with designers. Five Senses exercise

moment, e.g., the texture of your coat, the feeling of the
snow akes on your skin, or the smooth movement of a winter
breeze you feel with your face.
#4 Notice two things you can smell
Bring the focus of your senses to smells that you usually lter
out, whether they’re pleasant or not.

#5 Notice one thing you can taste
Focus on one thing that can taste right now, at this moment.
Take a sip of water, chew a piece of food, notice the current
taste in your mouth, or open it to explore a new taste.
Figure 15. Co-design session with designers. Charades
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I asked the participants to stand in a circle and look outwards of it
while I stepped in the middle. I decided to turn the participants in
such a way so that they would have more private space and could
connect with the environment while being with other participants,
doing the same thing simultaneously. Later we continued our
warming up session with a

ve minutes association game. For

example, I would start with the word yellow; the other participant
will say, e.g., “lemon” and so on. It will be a good ice breaker
technique to open up the imagination and meaning nding of the
participants. As the last exercise, we did charades (Figure 15). I
was the one who said the words out loud, and people were
showcasing the word by their body language and movements. It
was a perfect ending to the warm-up phase since it included the
body as the primary communication tool. By the end of the warmup session, the participants had practiced self-awareness,

Figure 16. Co-design session with designers. Brief

attention focusing, self-re ection, and self-expression.
The brief of the co-design session (Figure 16) was handed to each
of the participants after the warm-up phase. The designers’ task
was to set a dialogue with the Pirita river. The client of the
challenge was the Pirita River, one of the most well-known water
entities of Estonia. The tools for the challenge were crayons and
paper, natural resources, clay, body. The deliverables were to
present a tool, device, a strategy, a dance, an artefact, a poem, a
performance, a visualization of the designers’ idea in their
preferred medium. They were tasked to re ect their main idea on
how we, as humans, can set a dialogue with the river and
understand what it is trying to tell us. The participants could
freely choose how they wanted to work during that hour, would
that be working alone, in smaller groups, or with the whole group.

Figure 17. Co-design session with designers. Re ection
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As the last phase, we had a re ection (Figure 17) in the form of an

restricting their reactions. It also gives the designer's perspective

open discussion. First, each group presented their concepts,

to be outspoken, while users from di erent socio-cultural

creations, visuals, etc., in front of everyone. Then, feedback was

backgrounds can nd their meanings.

exchanged. The main goal was to discuss this topic, the personal
experience of the session, and emerging concepts. Moreover, we

Ambiguity is a property of the interpretive relationship between

discussed how did designers experience the process of connecting

humans and artefacts.This indenti es ambiguity from related

to the river, how did they approach the challenge, what “aha”

concepts such as vagueness or instability: “these are attributes of

moments, insights, experiences, ideas did they encounter during

things, whereas ambiguity is an attribute of our interpretation of

the session. It was intriguing for me, as the designer of the

them. Things themselves are not particularly ambiguous. They

experience, to understand whether it was a di cult \ boring \

can give rise to multiple interpretations, depending on their

inspiring, etc., challenge to work on. I was interested in the

precision, consistency, and accuracy on the one hand, and the

emotions and expressions of the participants. Furthermore, I was

identity, motivations, and expectations of an interpreter on the

aiming to explore what kind of artefact each of them will come up

other..This interpretative relationship is the source of ambiguity’s

with. I urged participants to keep in mind the client throughout

appeal: by thwarting straightforward interpretation, ambiguous

the whole process. As well as encouraging people being

situations require people to make meaning. This can involve

experimental, playful and conscious at the same time. Bouncing

integrating previously disconnected discourses, the projection of

ideas, discussing the meanings of water, how it behaves, what

meaning onto an unspeci ed situation, or the resolution of an

might it need to express its current state with a human being?

ethical dilemma. In each case, the artifact or situation sets the
scene for meaning-making but does not prescribe the result.

2.2.2.1 Ambiguity as a Tool for Design

Instead, the work of making an ambiguous situation

“Ambiguity can be fascinating, mysterious, and delightful.

inherently pleasurable and lead to a deep conceptual

comprehensible belongs to the person, and this can be both
appropriation of the artefact” (Gaver, Beaver, and Benford,

Encouraging people to interpret situations for themselves

2003). For this purpose, I aimed at creating an ambiguous

encourages them to engage conceptually with systems and their

experience for the co-design session.

contexts, thus building more profound and more personal
relationships with the meanings o ered by those systems” (Gaver,
Beaver, and Benford, 2003). The advantage of using ambiguity are
that it allows designers to confront users with issues without
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2.2.2.2. Results

I have provided the participants with tools, such as their bodies,
natural materials that they will see around, paper and clay. The
choice of materials was for several reasons: 1) I did not want to

The session happened on the 14th of March (Figure 18). During that

create something on top of something because I do not want to

day, it was pretty cold (small minus temperature) because of the

create more waste; 2) limitation of the mainstream designers tools

high humidity. Click here to hear the sound recorded during the

will evoke the participants to listen to their bodies and thoughts as

session. The outcome table of the co-design session was created as

well as explore new ways of understanding the client; 3) the subject

a condensed overview of the activity (Table 3).

matter of life-centered design combined with water feels
ambiguous as a topic in general, not to constrain the participants
and let their ow of meaning-making as smooth as possible since
the challenge of setting a dialogue with the Pirita river might sound
unusual, which means, providing a safe space, the playground for
experimentation and freedom of expression.
The instructions for the co-design session were: embrace
collaboration and empathy, circulation of ideas, exchange of
thoughts, and challenge assumptions about nature and resources.
As a deliverable of the co-design session, I have asked to come up
with a non-speci c output. It simply represents the result of your
thinking, brainstorming, and ideation process in a physical form. A
deliverable might be a tool, device, a strategy, a dance, an artefact,
a poem, a performance, a visualization of your idea. Any medium
the designer feels represents his\hers vision best. It should re ect
the main idea of how we as humans can establish a dialogue with
the river and understand what it is trying to tell us.
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Table 3. Outcomes table of co-design session overview

40

Figure 18. The atmosphere of the co-design. 14 March, 2021
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This hand-crafted piece (Figure 19) is about how humans perceive
the river and how we should interact with it. On view are two human
gures - one swimming in the river, the other going with the ow and
listening to its pace. The main messages were: Water is
autonomous. It decides what speed it has, where it goes, and so on.
The meditation was a powerful stimulus for the participants and
helped them to discuss issues of ethics and a sense of belonging.
Being still and silent, like the river, and being aware of what is
happening around them created a connection between people and
the river. Connect with yourself rst to connect with the river.
“It was an exciting experience for me to empathise with Pirita
River. I think the weather was signi cant too because it allowed me
to observe the river in natural conditions. It made me think that
although our existence depends on each other’s nature, we destroy
nature most of the time..The meditation was an amazing start for
this session, because it’s hard to get your brain started with these
philosophical topics, without any tuning into. This set the right
ground for upcoming activities. Instantly some thoughts come to
you with headphones in and you staring at the river,

nding the

connection needed.” - P5
“Life-centred design sounds like consideration of environment or
habitats while designing. I’m already trying to be more aware of the
things around me. This co-design session was helpful.” - P7

Figure 19. Co-design session with designers. Outcome #1
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Outcome #1

Outcome #2
Figure 20 displays a clay sculpture that includes two spiral shapes
and the piece in the middle with the leaves on top. The author was
invigorated by the warm-up session and re ected on what he had
learned right away. He thought about a common goal between him
and the river, which was the messy shape that occurs in his
thoughts, just as it occurs in the river's waves. So what the
participant did was imitate the ow of water - what form it takes,
how it moves, and so on. He ended up imagining the artefact as a
performance where people could move in this circular motion. The
participant mentioned something that resonated with me consciously communicating with the river, but especially being
honest with yourself, opening up your feelings, and making an
artefact as a record of a moment of that communication.
“I thought about a common objective between me and the river,
which was the messy shape that happens in my thoughts, as it
occurs in the river's waves. So I made spiral shapes with clay in
front of the river. Moreover, I made a piece of clay mixed with
some leaves, as a symbol of how the river washes up everything on
its way. I believe my thoughts do the same.” - P3

Figure 20. Co-design session with designers. Outcome #2
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Outcome #3
Another outcome is a mind map (Figure 21) that participant 1
created based on the keywords from the brie ng. The participant
discovered several aspects - the parties, their points of view, and
how we can establish a dialogue with the river and understand what
it is trying to say. The author also mentioned that the results of
this co-design session could come over time.
“The most exciting thing was the various backgrounds of the
people involved. I am quite a technical person, but there was a lot
of art going on. I think good things can come out of putting
together di erent minds…For me, life-centered design is the new
phase of design evolution. It used to be technology-centered
design, now human-centered design is big, next life-centered
design will appear. I don’t think it’s big yet, because the world is
very pro t oriented and it’s hard to be altruistic. I can’t say much
changed after the workshop as I don’t see myself encountering
this topic in my work life. But it sure was interesting to think of the
river as my client.” - P1

Figure 21. Co-design session with designers. Outcome #3
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Outcome #4
This group has assumed the cooperative aspects between
themselves and the river. First of all, they mentioned that the
weather conditions had intensi ed the smell, sight, and taste. They
put a piece of paper on the bank of the river; due to the rain, the
weight of the paper became heavier, and the small current of the
river started to take over the paper. A small river began to form
(Figure 22). Participants mentioned that it was even cooler to see
what actually happened, and it created an intimate connection
between the participants and the Pirita River. As Participant 6
said, "Under normal circumstances, I would not think it is beautiful
or something, but once you have a connection - the meaning is
di erent."
“As a person, I am interested in sustainability, waste management
and biomaterials. I see myself as beware of the protection of
nature. However, I do not notice what nature does and how I
communicate with it in daily life. Moreover, I do not observe how
other people look towards it and how their communication is
within. With this co-design session's help, I have become much
better at observation, and so nature has become more noticeable
as an alive element.” - P6
“I had the design process with my couple, and we decided to let
Pirita River speak, giving it a chance to tell it through some media.
We brought papers and just placed them in appropriate places on
the Pirita River for the river to narrate.”- P2

Figure 22. Co-design session with designers. Outcome #4
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Outcome #5
The end result of participant 4 (Figure 23) was a poem that you can
read below:
“I am sorry for everything we have done
You are much stronger that all of us
But yet we act as if you don't exist
You carve the places that we live
We began around you
And now we neglect you
What to say about producing things
And these things hurting you
You will never forget
You will always hold them
You deserve to be respected
O erings not litter
Give in order to get back
At the moment I can't make move
For the thought of getting away from you
You can break down
Everything that I am
So why should I think that I could ever give anything to you”

“I found the idea of communicating with natural resources as a way
of learning of solutions to our production and consumerism
valuable. To begin a sensitive dialogue with the river allowed for a
conversation that was coming from it to us. For once the river was
given the upper-hand in our relationship to it. It was great to be
surrounded by di erent people all willing to explore this concept…I
am not a designer, and so approached this as I would as an artist, I
took some time to walk along the edge of the river banks and
observe. I had a feeling that I wanted to write something as a
response to listening to the river. As I walked, sentences came to
me bit by bit, and every time they did I would stop and write them
down. And then continue. I wasn't focused on producing something
from this experience but on listening to my immediate
surroundings, for me it was purely an investigation.” - P4
Figure 23. Co-design session with designers. Outcome #5
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Life-centered design is not a traditional design process. The design

stories that later were matching with the desktop research

practice in this eld of design is situated. Hence, it is an embodied

ndings.

and subjective experience. The connection of the human and a
natural entity will form by interacting with it ambiguously. Because

Warming up session was a very fruitful experience (Figure 25) for

of that, the formation of meaning and value will depend on the

the participants. Participants explained that the meditative

individual, on its past life experiences and upbringing. Keeping that

exercises brought them to balance, self-awareness and focus. It

in mind, practicing life-centered design vision is where a design

also made the ideation process more accessible since we have

journey is as important as its outcome.

practiced several meditative experiences - sound, bodily
expressions, association building, and sensuality. Attendees

For the upcoming design research stage, I dived into embodied

expressed that they have become more aware, observational, and

design thinking to better understand how I can design this

re exive of their feelings, which enabled them to pay more

experience by using autoethnographic methods of documentation

attention to the Pirita river as an alive element. As a nding from

and re ecting on the ndings. Being an interaction designer, I can

the participants, being in nature calms and gives a sense of

use bodily experiences as an essential part of the design process. I

balance. This feeling of balance was present in the interviews with

have facilitated it already with other designers, and as an upcoming

designers. One of the statements claimed that designers are

step, I will use my bodily knowledge to be informed and team up

building, balancing, and re-arranging the circulating blocks in the

with the Pirita river.

world. The designer is in constant search of a balance between the
product and the environment. Balance is the measurement of a

While cooperating with other participants and the Pirita river,

good design. Thinking about the environment is as important as

designers have noticed that they could be the ones who are

considering the users' needs, desires, and values.

providing tools to nature to design for itself. Designers were able
to look outwards from their humanistic perspective and change the

Although the weather was quite nasty that day, most participants

angle of approaching the challenge. By observing the water, the

stated that it enhanced the whole experience and brought it to

realization came that it is autonomous. Furthermore, we, as

another level. Because of the high humidity, drizzling rain\snow, and

humans, must acknowledge its supremacy leading to designing

gray sky, designers could see things in a more contrasted way as

together with natural entities.

well as the smell was more intense, and that helped to connect with
the environment more smoothly and intuitively.
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The co-design session revealed many exciting directions and

Figure 24. Co-design session abstract model

48

Learning through imitating, being open to yourself, your senses,

optical delusion of consciousness. This delusion is a kind of prison

and thoughts will provide a nurturing ground for experiencing

for us, restricting us to our desires and a ection for a few

designing together with nature. This

nding merged with the

persons nearest to us. Our task must be to free ourselves from

book "Big Magic" (Gilbert, 2016) by Elizabeth Gilbert, where she

the prison by widening our circle of compassion to embrace all

writes about the students who loved nature but then thought

living creatures and the whole of nature in its beauty... The

that they could not give anything in return. Furthermore, the

actual value of a human being is determined primarily by the

root of the problem is that “modern people have lost that sense

measure and the sense in which they have obtained liberation

of conversation —lost that awareness of the earth

from the self... We shall require a substantially new manner of

communicating with us just as much as we are communicating

thinking if humanity is to survive." (Calaprice, 2005) This shows

with it...schooled to believe that nature is deaf and blind to

that the idea of life-centered vision always existed in some

them” (Gilbert, 2016). In order to create with nature, a designer

people's minds, with a di erent name, perhaps. Moreover, the

needs to connect to their inner self; from there, the connection

purpose of my research is to cultivate this mindful, embodied,

will catalyze.

interconnected, ambiguous experience in designers' work and
personal lives to awaken their notion of themselves in the world.

By analyzing the outcomes and re exions from the participants, I

Thus, I have proceeded with it for the next stage of my work -

have gured out that the co-design session did bring a positive

autoethnography. The structure that I have outlined in the co-

change to designers' self-awareness, reconnection with their

design session will be the same as I will use in the upcoming phase.

senses and therefore prepares for designing for nature, in my

At this stage of the project, I provided embodied experience

case - Pirita river. Moreover, the co-design session initiates the

(Figure 24) to designers to connect with the Pirita river, a

space for re exion and reconsideration. The interaction with the

second-person experience, the next step - designing rst-person

outer environment is transforming to another level of

embodied experience to team up with the Pirita river.

interconnectedness due to the exercises of the session as well as
the challenge of involving Pirita river as the client of it.
According to Calaprice (2005), Albert Einstein had a similar idea:
"A human being is part of the whole called by us' universe,' a part
limited in time and space. We experience ourselves, our thoughts,
and feelings as something separate from the rest. A kind of
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Figure 25. Visualisation of co-design session experience
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Chapter 3. Wake-up Call

Autoethnography as
the representation of
the experience
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3.0. Wake-Up Call: What Does Life-Centered
Design Actually Mean?

they destroyed/reused/repurposed, how do coatings/paints/dyes
o -gas, what impact do the processes required to make and
destroy each unit have on the ability of life to thrive on earth must be considered as part of the design). This movement in the

“I think it is so important to make experiences, collective

design world underscores a shift in our understanding of the self

experiences, where people feel connected, with the vision, with the

and its relationship to the natural world. The idea of what it means

future, and trigger what is possible.” - Daan Roosegaarde

to be human in the 21st century no longer corresponds to the ideas
of 18th-century humanism. “We, as species, are beginning to

According to Fjord Trends (2019), the design will need to be

realize that the human is not the center of the universe and that

extremely sensitive to trends in ecosystems and how they a ect

we need to expand our understanding of what it means to be

the trinity of desirability, feasibility, and viability. Life-centered

human today” (Andersen, 2019).

design visions will become increasingly popular in the coming years,
as will the systems design approach by incorporating the principles

Life-centered design is not a traditional design process. Because of

of systems design, which deals with complexity and how we

the fact that it involves inclusivity on a deeper layer of thought, and

conceptualize and design products and services. People will need to

the ability to empathise with beings that do not speak in a human

build on personal and collective values. Since we, humans, started

way. Therefore, designing for all diversity of living beings and

designing things, we have always incorporated levels of abstraction.

entities enables the switch from “me” to “we” value system,

When a human initially designed a chair, table, or other pieces of

meaning that humanity is starting to edge away from designing for

furniture, he or she was working directly on the object itself. The

individual to designing for the collective – which means, the entire

di erence is that with digital solutions, we have built-in layers of

planet. “The values contained in the traditional Venn diagram of

abstraction, which means we have to think about the whole system

desirability, feasibility and viability are fundamentally changing –

around the product or service and how what we are building

as are our design responses to them” (Fjord Trends, 2019). Design

interacts with the whole system (Fjord Trends, 2019).

has progressed from user-centered to human-centered design and
now the new transition emerged and its called life - centered

Design focused on life is not just a solution to current needs or

design. Being involved in life-centred design is a situated

problems, but bears responsibility for the impact it will have on

experience, meaning that it is “a physical experience, emerging

people and the planet in the future, and must in itself be a solution

through the body senses, that arises in a dialogical engagement in

to how it is disposed of and or reused (e.g., how a product is

a speci c problem-solving context” (Frie, 2011).

disassembled and processed; where do the parts go and how are
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The solidarity of the human and a natural entity will happen by

describe and systematically break down personal experience in

interacting with one another in an ambiguous, sensual and circular

order to

way. People need a thriving environment to live a healthy live.

canonical means of doing research and representing others and

Nature needs attention, it needs care and love from the life that it

refers to the research as a political, socially-just and socially-

nurtures (Gilbert, 2016). By developing a deeper understanding of

conscious act. An investigator implies tenets of autobiography and

the times we live in, problems and challenges we are facing not only

ethnography to do and write autoethnography. Meaning, that

as a human kind but, the whole planet will provide a solid base for

autoethnography as an approach, is both process and product

reconsidering the lifestyles that we lead, the things and activities

(Ellis, Adams, and Bochner, 2011).

we do and

nd meaningful. While designing for nature or teaming

nd out cultural experience. This approach questions

I have started by exploring the embodied design thinking

up with it, the formation of meaning and value will depend on the

approaches while preparing for designing a session with myself.

individual, on its past life experiences and upbringing. In life-

From observing recent studies, I discovered the work of Mark

centred design vision the process is as important as the outcome.

Johnson and his book called The Meaning of the Body (Johnson,
2007), where he is explaining that the embodied thinking means the

3.1. Autoethnography: Designing with and
for the Pirita River

process of brain-body-in-the-world. Constructs such as mind, body,
importance, will, aspiration, and objectives are “merely abstracted
aspects of the

ow of organism-environment interactions that

Having a BA in Fine Arts and studying Interaction Design MA might

constitute what we call experience. Embodied mind is neither here

create interesting paths of approaching the subject. I decided to

nor there but enactive physically, socially, and culturally in an

dip my toes into embodied design thinking approaches from the

ever-changing process of experience.” (Diethelm, 2019).

previous research ndings and observations. Relying on the nding

Johnson claims that "mindedness" is neither "inside" nor "outside."

from the co-design session with designers, life-centered design is

It emerges in what he depicts as a cultural process space

an embodied experience. In order to achieve a deeper

composed of the totality of the interaction between living beings

understanding of the subject matter and improve the existing

and the environment. The cultivated words, images, and other

experience that I have provided myself and other participants with.
“Autoethnography

symbolic structures of thought in this process space are not

aims at describing and systematically

externalized quasi-objects, meaning that they are not mental

analyzing personal experience in order to understand and critique

entities or abstract structures. They have embodied forms of

cultural beliefs, practices, and experiences” (Ellis, Adams, and

interaction and action in the cultural environment. (Diethelm, 2019)

Bochner, 2011). It is a way of observation and writing that seeks to
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Embodied mind, in Johnson, "sees meaning, imagination, and reason

autoethnography to experience it as a designer. While creating and

as embodied ... links reason to emotion and requires an embodied

facilitating the co-design session with designers, I enjoyed

spirituality." And because it is temporary, "when your ‘body’ ceases

observing the participants' atmosphere, facial expressions, and

to function as a living, organic whole of coordinated activities and

gestures. It drove a desire to try it out at the very beginning. I

processes, you lose your ‘mind.’ It doesn’t just go away and hide

decided to turn to autoethnography to include both the rst and

because it ceases to exist” (Johnson, 2007).

the second person experiences. This is why my next step was to
self-report and self-document the same experience myself.

The experience of meaning is formed from 1 )on our sensorimotor
experience, our feelings and our connection to the world; 2) on

“As an upcoming qualitative research method, autoethnography

various imaginative abilities for utilizing sensorimotor processes to

allows researchers to write in a highly individual way, drawing on

understand abstract concepts and ideas. As Jerry Diethelm

his or her experience to extend understanding about a societal

portrays embodied design thinking in his paper "Embodied meaning

phenomenon... Autoethnography intends to acknowledge the

as meaning in experience is situated in the entire

ow of

inextricable link between the personal and the cultural and make

experience. It takes full measure of enaction. It measures quality,

room for nontraditional forms of inquiry and expression.

signi cance, satisfaction, success, and all forms of discursive and

Autoethnography is a critical and re exive method of inquiry

non-discursive signi cation. It reaches out to relationally connect

wherein opening up a space for experimental forms of inquiry and

to "what has gone before and what it entails for present

representation” (Van den Broucke, 2019). Albeit autoethnography

experiences and actions”. As a new incorporated improvement

originated within anthropology, at the moment, it is used in several

from the previous session, I will pay more attention to documenting

disciplines, with publications in sociology, communication studies,

my thoughts, senses, feelings, and the process itself by various

sports studies, art or psychological education, performance

mediums involving the research of embodied design thinking. The

studies, and many more. Given this rich range of disciplines,

goal of the

rst-person experience is to team up with the Pirita

autoethnography appears as a broad and ambiguous "category

river. Get to know it, think about its characteristics, observe it

that encompasses a wide range of practices" (Ellingson & Ellis,

(Diethelm, 2019).

2008).

Moreover, I have used autoethnography to incorporate my

rst-

Autoethnography guided me to explore interconnectedness with

person experience as a guide to connecting the subject matter into

nature and understand it, subjectivity and embodiment, producing

a broader cultural, ecological, or personal context. Life-centered

studies that encourage compassion and empathy to designers and

design is a subjective and situated experience; thus, I used

other creatives and help them understand how to connect with
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was deceptive; it seemed warm at rst sight, but later, Northern

re exive, connected with the outer environment. While being with

winds took their place closer.

the Pirita river, I will visualize my senses through the experience

During the 5 minutes, prolonged meditative exercise to awaken

map to better understand my feelings. With this in mind, I have also

consciousness, I had a head full of insights, and my mind was

implied the ambiguous approach towards realizing the participatory

constantly recycling the knowledge that I have gained. Simply, it all

design activities.

just started to make sense. At the same time, I looked at Pirita

From the research that I have conducted, ambiguity was an

river, focusing my attention on Mindfulness Bells Volume 1. by

essential agent in developing interactive experiences that are

Christopher Lloyd Clarke, the bell that sometimes was there for a

engaging and thought-provoking. Furthermore, it has the edge of

little while and then was fading away. Simultaneously I have been

enabling designers to go beyond the limits of their everyday

observing the river, its ow, the tiny bubbles it creates once in a

designing experiences, the client, and tools as we. From this point of

while, many little whirls of water forming on a copper-colored Pirita

view, the ambiguity used in the co-design session provided a setup

river. Every sound I was hearing was mirrored in the water. And

that allows the use of inaccurate, inexact, abstract, and low-

then I came up to the conclusion that water is the pure embodiment

resolution artifacts (deliverables) to stimulate users to supplement

of sound, any sound happening all around the world, simultaneously.

them with their interpretations and beliefs. (Gaver, Beaver, and

Water re ects the worries, emotions, sound, and it unites all life

Benford, 2003) Filling the gaps in the reliable methodology and

that exists. The movement of water represents the sounds

study papers, I have to craft the rst-person embodied experience

everything creates. Then I took a pen and, without looking, started

to connect with the Pirita river and team up with it. I have taken the

to draw on my notebook (Figure 26). I observed the water and tried

ndings and outcomes from the co-design session and asked myself:

to move my hand in similar movements. I just wanted to see how my

As a subjective experience, how can I reconnect with myself to team

body would react and represent it on an intuitive level. 5 Senses

up with the Pirita river and create a mutual ground for a dialogue

exercise was a bit di cult. I needed to think about the sensual

between each other?

experiences that I was experiencing at that moment, but for some
reason, it was challenging. It made me realize that for some senses

3.2. Process and Structure

like tasting or feeling less “tactility” with. The charades exercise

I followed the exact structure (Figure 31) of the tasks as in the

interpretation, and imagination. I tried to embrace the moment to

(Figure 27) lighted me up. I became free in movement,
the fullest and empathized with the personages I was set to

previous co-design session with designers. The weather that day

represent. The previous exercises formed an excellent ground for
opening up and becoming more playful in variations.
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curiosity, playfulness, liveliness, and provoking to become more self-

Figure 26. Drawing of the Pirita river without looking at the paper. 22 April, 2021
56

Figure 27. Charades exercise. 22 April, 2021
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The last warm-up exercise was the association game. The
photographer kindly accepted my invitation to play along. To this
point, I was already driven and warmed up for the “co-designing”
phase. It was intriguing to wait for what the opponent would say
since people construct associations based on their life events. So
for me, through this exercise, you learn about other people, the
way they perceive themselves, and everything that surrounds
them. Afterward, I have proceeded with the question, “As a
subjective experience, how can I reconnect with myself in order to
team up with the Pirita river and create a mutual ground for a
dialogue between each other?”
I took a closer look at the Pirita river and documented it visually
(Figure 28). I took a piece of paper and a brush and used the soil
under my legs as a pigment for drawing; when I was taking the
water for drawing from the river, the color was distinct yellow, and
it was not a pleasant experience, feeling of disgust of how
destructed the river is emerged inside of me. These were the rst
thoughts that came up to me. While I was drawing, I wanted to
know the river from an observer side, as of “the rst encounter.”
The drawing was pleasant, especially I enjoyed getting the pigment
out from the soil, touch it with the brush, spreading the color on
the paper, interacting with the ground, afterward bringing some
water, looking at how the earth is dissolving into smaller pieces,
how it ssion into smaller particles, coloring the paper light brown.

Figure 28. Drawing Pirita river. Yellow liquid is the water from the river.
22 April, 2021
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Simultaneously I have been observing the water, the movements it

it peacefully opening up to me. It was clear to me that I have created

makes, what kind of shapes and ows evolve, what was the rhythm

a personal bond with the natural entity and started establishing

of the ow, how it was interacting with the ground and the rest of

narratives about forming the symbolic interaction between myself

its environment, wooden branches and dried grass that were next

and the Pirita river.

to it and how it responded to the weather. The water seemed like a
friendly co-liver, not a very demanding entity to be around. The
water ow was calm, with tiny bubbles and swirls coming out, but
only once in a while. It looked as if it was calm but also ready to play,
not screaming or asking for attention. The slow movement of white
foam made it easier to investigate the currents of the river. The
foam stayed on the surface for a long time, so it looked as if the
foam was complimenting the river with decorative patterns,
forming some story and narrative. It gave an association of fortunetelling with the co ee ground. Every time I placed the brush into the
water container, I felt slightly disturbed.
I felt more connected to myself and the Pirita river after
experiencing the activities, including soil drawing. As the next step
of my challenge, I teamed up with the Pirita river and created a
mutual ground for a dialogue between each other. I proceeded with
the brush for my next idea. Because the shore of the river was very
wet, slippery, and unstable, it took me a little while to nd a spot
where I can stand as close to the river as possible and interact with
it on a physical level. After

nding a spot, I started writing my

message to the Pirita river. I wrote, “Hello! Dear river, you do not
look well. How can I help you?” while writing those words, I paid a
very close look at how the Pirita river is responding to me, how my
interventions on the river change its dynamics of the movement,
what kind of whirls and bubbles appear on the surface. At this stage
Figure 29. Message to the Pirita river. 22 April, 2021

of the session, I was highly focused on teaming up with nature, there
was the river and me, looking quietly at the stream of the water and
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Figure 30. The atmosphere of the Pirita River on the 22 April, 2021
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3.3. Results

The outcome of the experience of reconnection with myself and
teaming up with the Pirita River brought several physical trophies
together with a rm belief that creating experiences is an engaging,

The result of the rst-person experience was the documentation

pleasant and an intriguing activity to do. Those physical creations

(Figure 29) of the communication between me and the Pirita river.

that have been made during the session are the embodiment of the

The dialogue from the two of us has happened on the surface of the

conversation between me and the Pirita River. At the beginning of

water, starting from me writing a message to the river and then

the stage of designing I rst interacted with the paper, and soil, but

exploiting previously gathered knowledge about how the river

as the personal understanding and connection evolved, I switched

behaves, responds to the other agents of change (sounds, other

to the water itself, a straightforward communication with the

living beings, non-living entities, etc.) and develop personal

natural entity. The experience left a pleasant aftertaste, and it

narratives towards understanding the response that I have been

turned as a memorable way of learning about the embodied

receiving from the Pirita river. When I wrote: “Hello! Dear river, you

experience, situated experience, and ambiguous experience as

do not look well. How can I help you?”, I thought that Pirita was

e ective, helpful and inspirational methods in the design

trying to showcase to me its state of being by not only through the

framework, especially if I am aiming on creating an experience for

water as a means of movement, but also as a mirrored and

designers. I could actually imply the knowledge I have formed

re ective visual experience. By zooming out and slightly shifting the

around the topics surrounding the aspects of life-centred design,

angle of looking at the communication, I went deeper with the

experience-making and using alternative design methodologies to

associative meaning-making. The water, being as mysterious,

facilitate created co-design session with the Pirita River. Or any

ambiguous, and a vital source of life as well as having a wide range

other living entity.

of physical properties (like the transparency, molecular consistency
that allows the water to take di erent states etc.) can establish a
strong connection between the human and the river itself. The
river seemed calm and relaxed, alert and eager to talk to me.
To better understand my rst-person embodied experience, I have
prepared several charts and

lled them out by the end of the

design session. The rst chart was concerned with the experience
of the whole embodied experiment and the feeling of
interconnectedness with the water created by the activities from
the crafted methodology. The second chart was about my bodily
feelings during the experience (Figure 31).
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3.3.1. Experience Map form a First Person
Perspective

Through body maps I refer to pictorial representations of
embodied information (Gastaldo, Rivas-Quarneti and Magalhaes,
2018) and compete it through colour, shape, brightness and texture
of the brush. Body mapping has been generally understood as "the

As for the end of the session, I have recorded a short re ection

process of creating body-maps using drawing, painting, or other

that I wanted to be reminded about. The self-re ection goes along

art-based techniques to visually represent aspects of people's

with my self-report of the experience map and the self-report of

lives, their bodies and the world they live in" (Gastaldo et al., 2012).

the body maps (Figure 31).
nished the co-design session, and it was indeed a

"When we make a body-map, we outline the shape of the human

refreshing experience for me. It also felt ambiguous. Sometimes I

body as a starting point so that we can make life-size pictures of

did not even know what to answer to the

ve senses exercise.

ourselves. Our body-maps include everything that we feel is most

However, still, it urged my mind to think and feel..through all of my

important about ourselves. (...) Body-mapping uses drawing and

senses, all of my body. The

rst exercise was gratifying. I have

painting exercises, visualization (using your imagination), talking in

explored many insights during that activity. The sound of the bell

groups, sharing, and quiet times for just thinking and re ecting on

resonated with the ow of the water. And then actually everything

what is happening. The body-mapping process often includes a lot

felt resonating with the ow of the water: the sound of the birds,

of singing, dancing and acting as well" (Solomon, 2007).

"I have just

the sound of the bell..of everything, the ambulance car driving

I approached autoethography in order to sense the experience of

somewhere nearby, the sound of my voice. I am looking at it, and it

teaming up with the Pirita river by myself. Therefore I used the

fascinates me. Later on, I have been thinking of how I can connect

body maps approach to visualise the experience in the physical

with the Pirita river, so I started to write with a brush on the river.

form. The body maps can be seen on the Figure 31, where I put each

I wrote: "Hello! You do not look great..How can I help you?". I saw

of the bodily experiences next to each step of the process of

how the bubbles formed, and all the ow started to talk to me; I

teaming up with the Pirita River.

noticed the movements and tried to understand what it was trying
to tell me. And then I looked at the river's horizon, I zoomed out,
and I embarked e the re ection of the clouds and the sky on the
Pirita river. Perhaps, we should be alike, and re ect on ourselves,
our feelings, instincts, and our self..and then we can open up and
lead conscious lives, as well as making designs that would involve
not only humans.", myself, 22 April 2021
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Figure 31. Visualisation of co-design session experience from the autoethnography with a body map
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I will elaborate on how did I visualize my senses during the rst-

it, what parts of the body I feel would help me enhance the

person experience. During the

rst exercise was meditation, the

understanding of the image that needs to be portrayed. After the

sounds of the activity took me far into my thoughts. I was highly

exercise, I felt united and comfortable with my body, so I drew a

attentive to the playing melody and contemplated the stream of

pink outline covering the whole body from the back. As if something

the river and how di erent elements that surround the resource

is holding me.

intersect with each other. I have drawn light blue lines looking like a
veil of mindfulness, peace, and observation. The experience was

I continued with the last exercise of the warming session - the

enjoyable and awakening. Besides, I felt a slight tingling in the upper

association game. During the exchange of words, meanings, and

part of my body, so I have drawn a blue cocoon-like structure to

associations, I realized that the sum of all the activities made me

represent it.

feel more active, engaged, and curious. To showcase it, I have
colored the body yellow as a symbol of warmth and involvement. At

The next activity was the “5 senses exercise”. It was sometimes

the same time, I started to feel a little tension in my legs, so I

di cult to answer what I felt; for example, when I needed to say the

colored them in a light red. My hands felt cold, yet I have been using

things I taste, it took me some time to analyze my answers. I felt

them to express my body language and painted them pinkish with a

the tension in my spine, and it felt as if something is blocking my

blue area covering them. I did not need to think about the

thinking processes, so I had underlined this state of being with the

associations as they were coming as an intensi ed

red color. Red color, for me, is associated with disturbance, block,

themselves. I have shown this through thicker light and dark blue

tension, or clogging. Although after the exercise, my mind became

lines coming from me to outer space to signify inspiration and

more apparent and structured. I illustrated that with a blue

energy. My attention was drawn to the other person playing the

circular shape around the head, emphasizing the light blue lines as

game, what words she picks, and what direction of thought she

a transition from disturbance to clarity.

takes. This has been illustrated by combining blue and pink
splashes of color next to the head area.

Afterward, I proceeded with the charades exercise, a truly playful,
fun, and relieving experience. My body became warm and relaxed

The next step of the experience was a phase of teaming up with the

from the movements I made to express a speci ed character,

Pirita river. It was a novel experience for me. De ning what the

entity, or item. My vision was especially active during this exercise

river feels and trying to tell me unequivocally was an unusual and

as I also looked around while moving. That was why I colored the

subjective experience of connecting with nature. In my head, at the

eye territory with light yellow, as yellow established a warm, active,

same time, there were raging many thoughts and and deciphered of

lively interaction. I also paid more attention to my body, how I move
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the language of the river. I depicted it as a cloud of pink and blue in
the head area to symbolize the ow of ideas and interpretations. I
represented contact with the river itself in moving thick lines of
blue, purple, and pink colors. The connection with the river itself
was a pleasant and uplifting moment, as I felt a connection with this
river. I decided to draw thin blue lines extending from the body that
connect with pink lines near the head. By this, I wanted to express
that my mind, body, and senses were intertwined in one state of
being.
The last stage of the experience was re ection. I stood next to the
river and lmed a short video of myself talking. There was a feeling
of weightlessness of awareness and calmness in me. I depicted this
as blue and bright green lines all over my body. I thought about the
whole process from the beginning to the end and analyzed my
feelings out loud, and depicted it in the form of purple and blue on
the head itself as a thought process.
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Chapter 4. Conclusion and Reflection

Unifying Findings,
Insights and
Outcomes
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4.0. Conclusion and Re ection

and question-open playground where each individual can reconnect

This research explored alternative paths to design that include

nature as a collaborative experience. As emerged from the in-depth

with their inner self to understand how to design together with
interviews and co-design session with the rst and second person,

more active engagements between designer and self. More

the life-centered design became a trigger for some participants to

speci cally, it is interested in understanding how designers can

re ect on their relationship with their surroundings, inspiring them

connect themselves in order to connect nature. The movement of

to imagine themselves in a di erent relationship with the external

life-centered design guided me to design an experience between

world around them. Accordingly, it can be assumed that the

designer and water to explore this topic. It helped me investigate
ways how these two entities could interact.

created method of awakening designers with life-centered design

The designed experience method invites designers to explore

subjectivity, the experience of the activity could be practical on a

can potentially change self-perception. However, as this depends on

sensory bodily experiences and begin discussions about self-

di erent level for each designer.

perception. It aims to trigger feelings and ideas in people's minds
about how they imagine themselves in the world. The project

The method that emerged to learn more about the life-centered

emphasizes the subjective experience and diversity of the

design vision is a project developed as a wake-up call for the radical

designer's abilities concerning the nature of the self, connection to

shift of self-perception from reconnecting to your inner feelings,

the larger whole of the individual and "natural entities," meaning-

emotions, and experiences to realize the notion of being in the

making, and emphasizes the beauty in diversity by providing them

reciprocal connection with the natural world. Human-centered

with an imaginary space in which they can interact with natural

design approaches and the Anthropocene epoch we currently live

entities and feel equal, accessible, and connected to the natural

in a blur the meaning of inclusive relationships with non-human

elements of the ecosystem.

beings, resulting in a shifted perception of the self and the world
around it. This leads to a population that is

The research revealed that the approach of life-centered design

needs, values, and problems and perceives itself as the center of

could change self-perception using a platform where designers can

the universe. In this regard, the methodology is a designed artefact

realize the sensory body through their movement base

to act as a catalyst to change people's perceptions of themselves

communication with the Pirita River. Individuals tend to develop

and the importance of thriving natural resources around them as

di erent perceptions of the world and themselves. My method of

the only path to a balanced and vibrant world.

incorporating the life-centered design vision creates an ambiguous
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By adopting the embodied design thinking, life-centered design

visuals to nurture the interaction and intersection of di erent

framework, and ambiguous design approaches, the imaginary setup

video layers. Thus, the overall style incorporates a variety of mixed

is created in order to understand how embodied and situated

media components.

experience may alter the self-perception by imaging a world where

The video contains a sneak-peak of the meditative, embodied, life-

people live in balance and peace with their environment and

centered design experience sessions that have been happening

develop personal relationships with other living beings. I have

nearby the Pirita River during the co-design session as well as

crafted an experience re ecting my primary and secondary
desktop research

during the autoethnography phase. With this video, I invite you, the

ndings, forming the context of the problem

reader, to an experience of reconnecting to the inner self and

statement from the outcomes as the in-depth interviews with

provide a situated experience.

designers, and using beliefs and my perception of self and
connection to water as a living entity. The proposed experience

Link to the video : https://vimeo.com/katiyes

does not aim at tackling the problems of the modern world,
humans, including designers as the agents of change, who have lost
that sense of conversation and connection to nature, but rather to
bring the consciousness to designers that nature communicates
with us as we do with it.
According to Claudia Núñez-Pacheco in her work called Tangible
Body Maps of Felt-Sensing Experience: “There is a growing
interest amongst the HCI community to access and articulate the
core of experience for design use. The premise is that, by
accessing detailed accounts of everyday experience, we can obtain
re ned material for the design of interactive systems more
connected with our bodies and emotions” (Núñez-Pacheco, 2018).
As the last step, I have created a video with the help of a motion
graphic designer and illustrator, Nadezhda Pulinets. This visual
work has empathized on the vibrance of shapes, textures, and
abundance of the creations of nature. It is endowed with graphical
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